Web Collaborators

As CDSC prepares to run more of its studies online (see Online Research), we've enlisted the help of various web companies to put our studies on an online platform. A list of our primary web collaborators is below, as well as information for how to get in touch with our contacts at each company.

**Testable**
Testable is the online platform on which we run our virtual studies. You can find more about Testable in Online Programs.

For questions about Testable, contact costirezlescu@gmail.com.

**Lounge Lizard**
Lounge Lizard is a software development company that has designs/maintains both the webcams used in our online studies as well as the CDSC recruitment website. You can find out more about Lounge Lizard in Online Programs.

For questions about Lounge Lizard, please visit https://www.loungelizard.com/ or contact ken.braun@loungelizard.com.